
Sensor and Equipment Analytics
for Smart Manufacturing Micro Patterns Intelligence™

AI 3.0



Manufacturing Analytics Turns Data into Profits

Predictive 
Maintenance

Quality 
Analytics

R&D and Testing
Analytics

Machine Data Intelligence All problems have clear patterns in machine generated time 
series data that can be identified, monitored, and predicted

Downtime 
Reduction



Big Opportunity. Elusive Gains.

Machine data is growing 
10 times faster than 

business data

$16
Billion
Business

Intelligence

$45
Billion

Time Series Intelligence

Time series intelligence 
is 3 times bigger than 
Business Intelligences 

60% of 

manufactures  
effectively collect 

IoT data

Only 

32% 
can identify 

good or 
excellent 
insights

Do you have the right 
tools to extract insights 

from machine data?



How to Extract Value from Machine Data:
▪ Sensors collect the “heartbeats” of every process and operation

▪ Learning and cataloging good and bad patterns is the new gold

▪ Monetize your machine data by  monitoring and predicting patterns 



1 2 3

The Value of Identifying Meaningful Patterns
(Granular data reveals signals and root causes) 

Meaningless: An 
engineer cannot tell 
where the time 
series comes from

Recognizable: An 
engineer knows what 
the time series is and 
why it is used

Monetizable: Meaningful 
shapes within the time 
series  provide insights 
and trigger alerts

Heart
attackPrecursor

Normal
Heartbeat

ECG heart rate taken at one second ECG heart rate take at 360 milliseconds ECG heart rate take at 360 milliseconds



NDA Needed

Motif Mining

Automatically discover 

clusters of distinct motifs 

in a large number of 

time-series data

Motif Search

Find similar, dissimilar, or 

correlated motifs across any 

number of measures, 

dimensions, and time-series 

Motif Intelligence™

Monitor and configure 

intelligent predictions to 

make real-time actionable 

recommendations

We Empower the Domain Experts to Do It Themselves

Trendalyze is a self-service platform for business users to mine, search for, monitor and predict 

patterns, also called motifs, in machine generated time-series data. It works like Google, but 

instead of searching for sequences or letters, we search for time-series patterns.



Example: Manufacturing Quality Control

Trendalyze pioneered an approach for ML that uses small image 

data sets converted to time series.  It is fast to implement by the 

engineers themselves in our intuitive self-service tools.   



Key
Research

Our Differentiators

Our Approach Is 
New and Proven

Search-like approaches to AI 
already have proven track 
record. Word search has 
changed the web.  Our 
innovative pattern search is 
changing how businesses 
use and monetize data.

It Works on 
Small Data

Despite big data hype, most 
companies do not have 
enough data to train ML 
models and cannot afford 
the costs.  Working with 
small data is fast, efficient 
and cost effective.  

We Put Human 
in the Loop

By putting the human in the 
loop we increase the speed 
and accuracy of the learning 
process. By making AI 
transparent and explainable 
by the business experts, the 
models become trustworthy.



Our Ranking in the Industry

We are #2



Our Approach and R&D
Learning the Language of Machine Data



R&D

Face Detection Gesture Detection 

Object Detection Process Monitoring 

Shape Intelligence: 
Shapes Reveal Who or What It Is and Why It Happens

“Past DARPA AI 

investments facilitated 

the advancement of 

"first wave" (rule and 

"second wave" 

(statistical learning 

based) AI 

technologies. DARPA is 

now interested in 

researching and 

developing "third 

wave" AI theory and 

applications that 

address the limitations 

of first and second 

wave technologies.”



R&D

How do humans and 
machines learn the 

differences between 
these two shapes? Human Learning:

▪ Humans recognize shape 

differences immediately

▪ Humans learn from one or 

two examples

▪ Humans Identify known 

and unknown shapes 

instantly

Machine Learning:

▪ ML requires thousands of 

examples to train a model

▪ Humans have to label all the 

examples for ML

▪ Small shape differences 

confuse machines and 

requires additional examples

Shape Intelligence: 
A More Human Like Learning Process 



R&D
Artificial Logical Networks

Similar but More Intuitive Than Neural Networks

Neural Network Logical Network (patent pending)



R&DPeer-Reviewed Research and R&D Grants

Joint R&D grant with University 
College London for robotic surgery 
gesture detection and optimization 

Grant for chronic pain pattern 
detection and management



R&DPeer-Reviewed Research & Books



Rado Kotorov, PhD

Co-Founder & CEO

George Pohle

COO

Former Chief Innovation Officer at IBI, 

a BI and Data Management company 

with offices in 40 countries (investor 

Goldman Sacks). Key clients: Ford, 
GM, Vermeer, Coty, Honda, Visteon .

Lianhua Chi, PhD

Head of R&D

Former Scientist at IBM Research 

with a focus on AI. Lianhua has won 

numerous awards for best research 

papers. She also holds an associate 

professor position at La Trobe

Held Chair, CEO, COO roles for 

growth investments from Goldman 

Sachs and other PE firms. Managing 

Partner of IBM's Strategic Services 

consulting practice. 

Yoshiko Akai

CTO

Lead large scale ML, DL, BI & data 

integrations projects for global 100 

companies in Tokyo, New York and 

London including Toyota, Nissan, 

Mazda, Ford .

TeamWe Help Companies Unlock the Value of Machine Data



Know the pulse of your operations

Thank you


